REBUS REMIX - HOME EDITION by Dart
In Rebus Remix, players use tiles to spell the answers to clues.
The tiles themselves are either letters, or icon tiles which represent words. The icon tiles have
drawings, and they represent words of approximately three letters. Rebus Remix does not deal
in sounds; icon tiles represent the letters in the word they represent. Once you know what an
icon's meaning is, that meaning never changes.
All the answers to the clues are single, uncapitalized words in 11C, though
they may be clued in a capitalized form. They are also at least four letters
long and at least two tiles long. For example, the tiles at the right answer
the clue "Actor Nicolas". This answer is four letters long and two tiles long,
and the name also appears uncapitalized in 11C as a word. All answers must use an icon tile.
There are details of the tiles worth looking for. Although the [age] tile above shows an entire
birthday cake, there are red arrows pointing to the aspect of the picture that you should pay
attention to. (This implies, of course, that without an arrow, you should describe the whole
picture.)
Some tiles show two opposites side by side. One side has the normal white background and a green checkmark under it, and the other is shaded out and has a red
X. This tile represents the unshaded half of the picture.
!

The exclamation point speech bubble indicates that a creature is saying something,
and it is that word that should be used as the meaning for the tile.

A speech bubble with a flag image in it tells you that the meaning of the tile is as
the image would be described in that part of the world. Note that speech bubbles
may appear on tiles that are neither exclamation points nor flags; these simply
represent speech.
If you do a lot of these puzzles, some tiles may become familiar to you, but be careful! Some
icons tiles may look similar, but they can be different in important ways. Look closely.
In the first round of this game, there are three point levels. For the one-point puzzles, use only
the tiles that are available in the main part of the box at the right of the clues. For the twopoint puzzles, an isolated letter appears after the clue; you must use that letter as an
additional letter tile in answering the clue, but that letter is only available for that clue. For the
three-point puzzles, the appropriately numbered icon tile in the shaded area of the tile box is
added; you must use that tile in answering that clue, and again you'll only have each icon for
one clue.
In the second round of the game, a modifier tile was introduced:
the Reverse tile. This tile reverses the order of the letters in the
icon tile to its left. For example, the tiles on the right answer the
clue “Villain's opponentˮ. Unlike previous games, any number of
answers may use the Reverse tile, not just two.
This .pdf contains Game #12 of Rebus Remix, which appeared at the 2012 NPL convention in
Portland, or. I hope you enjoy the puzzles.
© 2012, Darren Rigby

GAME 12

Rebus Race 2.0
JACINTHE tile set

Use at least one icon tile to answer these clues.
1 point
Answer to “How
are you?ˮ
Startle
Index or ring
Wolfing down

2 points
Moving between channels
or websites [U]
Hard to find, as a resource [C]
Brings to the next column
in addition [ I ]
Small and otherworldly [L]
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3 points
Settle, in the UK [ 1 ]
Scope [2]
Coyotes sometimes
eat it [3]
Endive [4]

greatest

Rebus Race 2.0
JADE tile set

Use at least one icon tile to answer these clues.
1 point
Sound like an angry
dog
President or chief
Get a new arm, like
a starfish
Quiet group of trees

2 points
Weapon you throw [N]
Bricklayerʼs tool [T]
Break down, as a
pattern [D]
Heʼs often in danger of
getting caught or shot [P]
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3 points
It has its own route [ 1 ]
Troubadour, maybe [2]
A litter of pigs [3]
More prone to breaking
things, perhaps [4]

Rebus Race 2.0
JASPER tile set

Use at least one icon tile to answer these clues.
1 point
Do away with a
sensitive document
Blood or basset
Gave away half of
what you have
A C-note

2 points
Shock [T]
Complicated frozen
dessert [E]
Worthy of veneration [C]
Type of reaction where
electrons are exchanged [X]
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3 points
Confiscate [ 1 ]
Chopped off [2]
Superfluous [3]
Architectural feature [4]

Rebus Race 2.0
JET tile set

Use at least one icon tile to answer these clues.
1 point
Circus venue
Noahʼs problem
Distant or indifferent
Show up for, as a
concert

2 points
More than just from
time to time [O]
Sponge skeleton
used in the bath [H]
Make attached [S]
Oaf [G]

3 points
Pleased [ 1 ]
Vinyl or laminate [2]
Indian dish with a
Portuguese name [3]
Describe an angle from
a fixed point [4]

3 7 4
8 2 5
1 9 6
17

18
16 17
14 15 3 5 4
3 4
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GAME 12

Rebus Remix
CAR tile set

1 point
Superhero accessory
Check ID, like a bouncer
Best Actor Oscar winner for American Beauty
Image of a skyline, maybe
3 points
Maximum output of a business or factory
Jonny and Dr. Bentonʼs pilot
Crab cover
Correct
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Rebus Remix
ROW tile set

1 point
Uttered
Creature that can be flat or segmented
Violent anger
What “Simbaˮ means in Swahili
3 points
Red-orange gemstone
Some claim that itʼs liberal
Linen or similar fabric
Euripides, for one
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2 points
Go downhill
Blazer, blouse or bloomers
Boulevard divider
Serious and sober
4 points
Alternative name for Topkapi Palace
Any of several plants of the Senecio genus
Aftermath
Fibre that may be spun into yarn

Rebus Remix
RED tile set

1 point
Exhausted
It gets folded into wineglasses
Heap of pancakes
Clear sign of winter
3 points
Twisted Sister lead singer
Unspoken
More like a or b than x or y?
Top of a hill
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2 points
Adversary
Velocity
Dishonesty
Highly suggestive
4 points
Able-bodied ones can work in a storm
Latin American rodent
Voraciousness
Headquarters for a Chinese government official

2 points
Undamaged
Joe Theismann or Art Monk
Not as cruel
One way to sail into the wind
4 points
Itʼs improvised
Ill-fitting?
One who exploits weaknesses
One mired in details

Rebus Remix
TEN tile set

1 point
Arrived
Defeated
Study all night
Bar fight
3 points
Patterned knotwork
Itʼs vulnerable to acid rain
Aerosol-propelled tear gas
Not necessarily doomed during an attack

2 points
Chewy candy
Alternative to the breaststroke
Wander
It spits and kicks
4 points
Member of the weasel family
Delay
Heraldic term for a lozenge inside a lozenge
Well-dressed, to a Scot

FIRST

3 7 4
8 2 5
1 9 6

SOLUTIONS
JACINTHE
1 PT
[fin]E
S[car]E
[fin]GER
S[car][fin]G

2 PT
SUR[fin]G
S[car]CE
[car]RIES
EL[fin]

CAR
3 PT
[fin][ali]SE
[con][fin]ES
[car]R[ion]
ES[car][ole]

JADE
1 PT
G[row]L
LE[ade]R
REG[row]
GL[ade]

2 PT
GREN[ade]
T[row]EL
DEGR[ade]
P[row]LER

3 PT
[par][ade]
[ball][ade]ER
[far][row]
[row][die]R

3 PT
[cap]A[city]
[rac<`E
[car]A[pac<`E
[men]D

4 PT
SEA[men]
[pac<`A
EDA[city]
YA[men]

2 PT
ASTO[und]
S[und]AE
SAC[red]
[red]OX

1 PT
S[aid]
[lio<`N
[wor<`M
[rag]E

2 PT
[wor<`SEN
[gar<`[men]T
ME[dia<`N
ST[aid]

3 PT
[gar<`NET
ME[dia<`
T[oil]E
T[rag]E[dia<`N

4 PT
SE[rag][lio<`
[rag][wor<`T
[row]EN
N[oil]

2 PT
IN[tac<`T
[red]SKIN
SNI[der<`
[tac<`K

3 PT
KIN[der<`
[tac<`IT
K[now<`N
K[nap<`

4 PT
S[cat]
I[nap<`T
[pan][der<`
[won<`K

2 PT
CA[ram]EL
C[raw<`L
[ram]BLE
[cam]EL

3 PT
[mac<`[ram]E
[ten]ABLE
[mar<`BLE
[mac<`E

4 PT
[mar<`TEN
LA[ten]
[mac<`LE
B[raw<`

RED
3 PT
[imp]O[und]
S[eve][red]
[red][und][ant]
[rot][und]A

JET
1 PT
[ten]T
F[loo]D
A[loo]F
AT[ten]D

2 PT
E[nem<`Y
[pac<`E
[men]DA[city]
[rac<`Y

ROW

JASPER
1 PT
SH[red]
HO[und]
SHA[red]
H[und][red]

1 PT
[cap]E
[car]D
S[pac<`EY
[city]S[cap]E

1 PT
TI[red]
[nap<`KIN
S[tac<`K
S[now<`

TEN
2 PT
OF[ten]
[loo]FAH
FAS[ten]
GA[loo]T

3 PT
[con][ten]T
F[loo][ring]
[vin]DA[loo]
[sub][ten]D

1 PT
[cam]E
BEA[ten]
C[ram]
B[raw<`L

